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Are you aware of the Aha! Smart Community Ideas Portal? 

 
 

Hexagon’s Asset Lifecycle Intelligence division is pleased to announce the launch of our new Ideas portal 

via Smart Community on July 25, 2022. 
  
What is Ideas? 
  
The Ideas portal, powered by Aha!, allows Hexagon employees, partners and customers to submit an Idea for any 

of our product offerings. Ideas could be a new product feature, software request, user specific feature, user 

experience improvement, etc. 
  
How does the process work? 
  
When Ideas are submitted, they are reviewed and triaged by Hexagon’s Solution Design team. Ideas are then 

made visible to all on the Ideas portal for other users to consider for voting. Highly voted items will be reviewed 

periodically for inclusion in future release plans. 
 
 
Links: 

• Smart Community Home page [https://smartcommunity.hexagonppm.com/] 

• Announcement letter 
[https://connect.hexagonppm.com/webmail/600471/555631243/7bc3ef66073e091a288055cc54ffd3ca07ade4259

aabf18a8c164fb0382eb297] 

• To add a new idea, simply select the ‘+ADD A NEW IDEA’ button from the top left on the Ideas Portal 
and follow the prompts. Or watch this video for more information. 

[https://connect.hexagonppm.com/e/600471/edium-email-utm-source-

hexagon/2k3dlv/555631243?h=IGVmLL7zYKd0rIKOeNf4FwBCStPOoVoZqtNOitCxSA8] 

 

https://smartcommunity.hexagonppm.com/
https://smartcommunity.hexagonppm.com/
https://connect.hexagonppm.com/webmail/600471/555631243/7bc3ef66073e091a288055cc54ffd3ca07ade4259aabf18a8c164fb0382eb297
https://connect.hexagonppm.com/webmail/600471/555631243/7bc3ef66073e091a288055cc54ffd3ca07ade4259aabf18a8c164fb0382eb297
https://connect.hexagonppm.com/e/600471/edium-email-utm-source-hexagon/2k3dlv/555631243?h=IGVmLL7zYKd0rIKOeNf4FwBCStPOoVoZqtNOitCxSA8
https://connect.hexagonppm.com/e/600471/edium-email-utm-source-hexagon/2k3dlv/555631243?h=IGVmLL7zYKd0rIKOeNf4FwBCStPOoVoZqtNOitCxSA8
https://connect.hexagonppm.com/e/600471/edium-email-utm-source-hexagon/2k3dlv/555631243?h=IGVmLL7zYKd0rIKOeNf4FwBCStPOoVoZqtNOitCxSA8
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Question Response 

Does the condition of D/T<=100 
still apply to ASME B31J? Should 
we use FEA analysis if D/T > 100? 
 

Yes, the condition of D/T <= 100 has been imposed to all piping 
codes. ASME B31J also applies this limit. CAESAR II produces a 
Warning during Error Checker, and still uses the specified inputs. 
The results may not be valid without additional justification. It is 
advisable to run FEA analysis on the components that exceed 
imposed limits. 
 

Please specify limit of application 
in B31J as per note 1, 6 or 7 for 
example. 
What about Tc and rx? 
Specify instruction when missing 
info about Tc and rx. 
 

It is not practical to duplicate the code book in here. There are 
many subtle details that need to be considered, specific to each 
Tee type (Sketch). Some details and assumptions are discussed 
in the CAESAR II Users Guide, in the Technical Discussions 
chapter. Take a look here 
[https://hexagonppm.fluidtopics.net/r/en-US/CAESAR-II-Users-
Guide/Version-13/1230689]. 
Specifically for Note 6: you have 2 options: 

(1) Specify additional inputs on the SIFs Auxiliary to comply 

with conditions (rx ≥ (1/8)(do) and Tc ≥ 1.5T).  

(2) Or you can leave those inputs blank and instead set the 
Configuration option “Verified Welding and Contour 
Tees” to True.  

For other situations, there may be different defaults. 
 

Are the updated flexibility factors 
have an impact on the modal 
frequencies? 
 

Yes, the natural frequencies of a system depend on stiffness of 
each component and on the stiffness of the surrounding 
supports. Typically, more flexible systems have lower natural 
frequencies. 
 

Is there an option to run corroded 
and uncorroded check of branch 
connection or does the user has to 
manually change thicknesses for 
each check? 
 

SIFs and Flexibilities are to be determined using the nominal 
properties of the fittings.  There have been no tests or studies 
on corroded fittings. 
 

Do we have to use all mentioned 
updated options in our analysis 
even if it is not falling under 
"critical criteria" as per previously 
criticality evaluation tab? 
 

B31J is now required by B31.1/B31.3 (and soon other B31 
codes).  We have said (since 2013) that B31J provides "more 
accurate" results.  So I would answer "yes" to your question. 
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Question Response 

At which stage of analysis we have 
to use modified SIF and flexibility 
factor in buried pipeline (ASME 
B31.8)? Before making buried or 
after buried? 
 

When the pipeline is buried, most of its behavior is controlled by 
the relative interaction between the stiffness of the soil and the 
stiffness of the piping and components. As of today, the 
transportation and transmission piping codes (specifically, 
B31.8-2020) do not directly require the use of B31J. If you 
enable the B31J options thru the Configuration, then the 
flexibilities would be applied automatically. Otherwise, I would 
suggest you apply the flexibilities before sending them to the 
underground modeler. 
 

I am not clear about flange 
correction on tees. In tees, we 
have 3 points. single flange means 
1 flange in any of the 3 points? 
Double for any 2 points? 
How could I use double flange? 
If I see flange connected to 
branch, then single flange? 
 

According to the B31J rules, only the Branch Flexibilities could be 
“stiffened” by the rigidity of the Flanges. Also, the Flanges are 
only considered for this purpose if they are attached to the Run 
side of the tee. There is also a geometrical definition of 
“proximity” of the Flanges (or other rigid bodies) to the tee 
intersection point – this check is outside of the CAESAR II 
consideration. Since there are 2 “Run legs”, each one can have a 
Flange attached. That’s the “count” of Flanges that B31J 
considers. Once again, this is a user-controlled value. You 
provide the input; CAESAR II will calculate the correction. 
 

Does Pad Thickness have any 
significance on SIF and Flexibility? 
 

Yes, the pad thickness value is included in the equations – for 
both the Branch and the Run, for both the flexibility factors and 
for SIFs. Typically, the Pad itself is applied to the Run side of the 
fabricated branch connection, and there is a single value of the 
pad thickness. Also, the beneficial effect of the pad thickness is 
limited to 1.5 times the Run nominal thickness. 
 

If the project specification calls for 
ASME B31.3 2020, does it mean 
we should use CAESARII version 
13? 
 

Yes. ASME B31.3-2020 is included into CAESAR II 13 and is not 
available in earlier versions of CAESAR II. 
 

Is B31J mandatory in CAESAR II 
version 12? 
 

Version 12 addresses B31.3 2018, where B31J is still optional.  
You can use the B31J SIFs and Flexibilities through the 
conversion with FEA Tools. 
 

Does B31J have consideration for 
trunnion or dummy SIF? 
What about Y-fittings? 
Is there any difference in SIF's for 
elbow or Elbowlet in B31J? 
 

The B31J is specifically targeting Branch Connections, Bends, 
Reducers, and Welds. You may be able to extrapolate the 
recommendations to the dummy legs or other special 
components, with certain justification. But not using it directly. 
Alternatively, use an FEA package. 
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Question Response 

How would CEASAR model a non-
standard Tee connection, that is 1-
inch diameter line coming out of a 
10-inch diameter run pipe? 
I was wondering how the SIFs are 
calculated for this stub 
connection? 
 

With regards to modeling – there should be nothing special; 
model the geometry using the appropriate diameters and Delta 
dimensions. With regards to the SIFs (and/or flexibilities): it 
would probably be an “unreinforced fabricated” tee type (Sketch 
2.3). The B31J has some provisions for various relative ratios for 
diameters and thicknesses of branch and run. 
Chances are, for a connection like this you would see more of 
the “run pipe surface buckling” rather than the actual branch 
connection flexibilities. 
 

Is it possible to apply B31J rules to 
EN-13480? Does the EN-13480 
allow to use the B31J?  

Yes, because all of the metallic piping codes say (in some 
manner) that more applicable data can be used.  B31J is that 
"more applicable" data. 
 

Has the SIF for Welding of 
dissimilar pipe thickness been 
implemented? 
 

I believe, you refer to the Tapered Transition (B31J Sketch 4.4)? 
Yes, it is implemented. It uses the “weld mismatch” value and 
takes the D and T of the smaller end into consideration. 
Actually, B31.1 (for many editions) has had similar 
consideration; but not the B31.3. 
 

When the 1.3/h is applicable for 
flexibility of bends instead of 
1.65/h? 
 

According to B31J Table 1-1, Note (3), when the bend angle is 90 
deg and the thickness of the bend is equal to the thickness of 
the matching pipe, the flexibility factors ki and ko may be found 
from 1.3/h instead of 1.65/h. 
 

Hexagon appears to interpret 
Note 3 (k=1.3/h) as mandatory for 
bends, if B31J flexibility were to be 
used in the calculation. If it is 
indeed mandatory, why is 
k=1.65/h even listed in table 1-1? 
If however k=1.3/h is simply an 
option to k=1.65/h, shouldn’t 
there be a separate switch for 
bend flexibilities so that the user 
can make use of k=1.65/h as well 
as other B31J flexibilities? 
 

This is a valid concern. CAESAR II tries to address all the Notes 
and recommendations of the standard. The Note (3) has specific, 
well-defined condition, and CAESAR II uses it as the basis to 
apply the Note. 
You can turn it off (for entire system) in the Configuration Editor 
– set the “Enforce B31J SIFs Only” to True.  
 

Do you have an advice (tested 
models) on what to use Ehot vs 
Ecold for pressure stiffness? 
 

Since B31J does not specify directly which Emod to use, CAESAR 
II leaves the consideration to the user. Various piping codes have 
different rules and suggestions regarding the usage. You may 
need to consult the piping code under consideration or your 
project requirements. 
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Question Response 

Can you show some results for a 
tee connection using B31.1 vs 
B31J and CAESAR II application? 
 

B31.1 2020 has removed references to Appendix D from the 
stress equations and points Engineers to B31J.  If you want to 
see a comparison of Appendix D SIFs/Ks versus B31J, use the FEA 
Tools "i/k" calculator.  The calculator is included with CAESAR II 
(versions 10, 11, and 12) - you can access this from the Main 
Menu of CAESAR II. Otherwise, you would need an FEA Tool 
license to access it. 
 

How can I use B31J on a CAESAR II 
file? Could you show some 
examples of input? 

I am not sure I completely follow your request. The whole idea 
of implementing the B31J rules directly into the CAESAR II 
calculation engine was to eliminate any “special modeling” 
consideration. You create a model/input as you normally would. 
Pick a Piping Code. Enable the B31J through the Configuration 
Editor (unless you are using 2020 editions of ASME codes that 
already include the B31J by default). Some Tees and 
components may require additional inputs to be provided – use 
the enhanced SIF Auxiliary dialog. Then run analysis as you 
normally would. 
 

Can you print the scratchpad or 
just take a screen shot? 
 

Presently it can't be printed. This is a good suggestion, though. 
Consider submitting it on our AHA! Ideas Portal. 
 
On the PPM Smart Community Home page 
[https://smartcommunity.hexagonppm.com/], there will be a 
tile labeled IDEAS that will take you to the Ideas portal as well as 
a My Ideas menu option in the header. You should be able to 
access AHA! Ideas through one of these options. When Ideas are 
submitted, they are reviewed and triaged by Hexagon’s Solution 
Design team. Ideas are then made public on the Ideas Portal for 
other users to consider for voting. Highly voted items will be 
reviewed periodically for inclusion in future release plans. 
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